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while reproducing its decrease with increasing peak intensity.
It is interesting to note that the anisotropy measured by
Staudte et al. gradually approaches the rate ratio !1.17" predicted by the pure tunneling molecular-ADK theory #16$ at
large intensity. This could simply be due to a saturation effect, since the probabilities of ionization for molecules parallel and perpendicular to laser electric field !and their ratio"
approach unity with increasing intensity. A more intriguing
possibility is that the ionization mechanism, and thus the
observed anisotropy changes with intensity. For instance,
800 nm pulses of intensities in the range 1.0– 2.5
! 1014 W / cm2 ionize hydrogen molecules !I p = 15.43 eV"
with the Keldysh parameter " varying from 0.7 to 1.15. Accordingly the ionization mechanism gains in multiphoton
character as the intensity decreases and the anisotropy increases.
We further investigated this issue by extending the approach of Staudte et al. to laser pulses of a longer wavelength !1850 nm" and using deuterium molecules as our target. In contrast to 800 nm wavelength, at 1850 nm any
reasonable intensity for photoionization !#1014 W / cm2" is
safely within the tunneling regime !Keldysh parameter "
$ 0.5". The 1850 nm laser pulses of 50 fs duration were
generated by a TOPAS optical parametric amplifier !Light
Conversion" pumped by 1.5 mJ 35 fs 800 nm pulses from a
multipass Ti-sapphire amplifier at 1 kHz repetition rate. After
the fundamental and the signal !at 1415 nm" beams were
separated, the 1850 nm idler beam had 120 %J of energy per
pulse. We used a quarter wave plate !CVI Optics" to convert
these pulses from linear to circular polarization. After proper
attenuation the resulting beam was focused by a 75 mm focal
length spherical on-axis mirror onto a supersonic jet of deuterium molecules in the interaction region of a COLTRIMS
apparatus. The molecular jet and the laser beam were perpendicular to each other and both normal to the axis of a
uniform electric field !10 V/cm" spectrometer terminated on
both sides by time- and position-sensitive delay-line anode
detectors !Roendtek" for measuring electron and ion momenta in coincidence. A magnetic field of 13 G parallel to
the spectrometer axis was employed to contain the electrons
and supplemented by a smaller perpendicular magnetic field
to compensate for the Earth’s magnetic field. The gas target
density was adjusted so that much less than one charged
fragment of each kind was detected per laser pulse. The peak
intensity of the laser pulses was determined in situ by measuring momentum distributions of intact D2+ ions as described in #9,17$.
As described above, we measured the relative angle !in
the plane of the circular polarization of our laser pulses"
between an emitted electron and a D+ ion resulting from a
single event. Figure 1 presents the kinetic energy and twodimensional momentum spectra for D+ ions. At our experimental intensity the spectrum includes two distinct energy
bands. The low energy band is due to the one-photon BS and
the net two-photon above-threshold dissociation !ATD, #18$"
processes. The BS and ATD bands are not resolved and in
our analysis we considered them together. Double ionization
!Coulomb explosion" appears as a broad peak at 2.6 eV.
Since we are measuring the angular dependence of the single
ionization process, we were only interested in the low energy
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FIG. 1. !Color online" Kinetic energy and two-dimensional !2D"
momentum !inset" spectra of D+ fragments generated by circularly
polarized laser pulses of 1850 nm wavelength, 50 fs duration, and
4 ! 1014 W / cm2 peak intensity. The low energy band !smaller
circle in momentum spectrum" is due to bond softening !BS" and
above-threshold dissociation !ATD". The high energy band is due to
the enhanced ionization !EI" at the critical distance.

!0–1 eV" deuterons resulting from dissociation of the molecular ions. Not being able to detect the accompanying neutral D0 atomic fragment, we must rely on the low overall
count rate to ensure that both charged particles come from
the same molecule. The experimental distribution of the relative angles between the ion and electron momenta is shown
in Fig. 2. One can see that there is a slight anisotropy in that
distribution with more electrons detected in direction perpendicular to the molecular axis. Since the ultimate drift velocity
of a photoelectron is perpendicular to the instantaneous direction of the electric field vector at the moment of ionization, we conclude that more molecules are ionized when
their axes are parallel than when they are normal to the field.
The ratio of relative electron yields detected at angles of 90°
and 0° to the molecular axis is equal to the ratio of ionization
probabilities for molecules aligned parallel and perpendicular to linearly polarized electric fields of the same field
strengths. In our case the electric field amplitude in circularly
polarized pulses of 4 ! 1014 W / cm2 peak intensity is the
same as for 2 ! 1014 W / cm2 linearly polarized pulses. We
determine that for such pulses the ratio of maximum and
minimum ionization probabilities !corresponding to parallel
and perpendicular alignments, respectively" is 1.15 !&0.05".
This is in good agreement with values reported by Staudte
et al. for H2 with 800 nm pulses of comparable intensity.
Our value also agrees well with the result of the quasistatic molecular-ADK theory which assumes pure tunneling
ionization #16$. However, other theoretical models vary in
their predictions #13,19$. In particular, Staudte et al. presented a modified molecular strong-field approximation
model which overestimates the ionization anisotropy of their
experimental results. In view of this discrepancy, we developed a separate wave-function propagation model #15,20$ for
calculating ionization probabilities as a function of the angle
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Left: experimental distribution of relative angles between momenta of low energy !0–1 eV" D+ ions and coincident
electrons generated by circularly polarized laser pulses of 1850 nm wavelength, 50 fs duration, and 4 * 1014 W / cm2 peak intensity. The
solid line shows the best fit of the data by the function A!cos2 $ + + sin2 $", where + = 1.15# 0.05 represents the ratio of coincident fragment
and photoelectron yields at 90° and 0° angles. Right: calculated single ionization probability for D2 as a function of the angle between the
molecular axis and electric field vector of the corresponding linearly polarized pulse of 2 * 1014 W / cm2 peak intensity !blue circles"; the
solid line shows the best fit with anisotropy + = 1.12; red squares correspond to the same data as on the left, scaled and rotated by 90°.

between the molecular axis and the electric field of a linearly
polarized laser pulse. In this model we use the single active
electron approximation to solve the time-dependent twodimensional Schrödinger equation !TDSE" in the velocity
gauge in Cartesian coordinates !we use atomic units, e = m
= ! = 1, unless stated otherwise",
i

!
"!x,y;t"=
!t

#

$

P2x + P2y PxA!t"
−
+ V!x,y" "!x,y;t".
2
c
!1"

E!t" = E0 sin 't sin2!(t/)" = −

1.35

%

j=#1

&'

R0
x + j cos $
2

( '
2

R0
+ y + j sin $
2

(

,

2

+%
!2"

where x and y are the electron coordinates in the plane of
laser polarization and internuclear axis; and Px and Py are the
momentum components in x and y directions. The internuclear distance is kept fixed at R0 = 1.4, corresponding to the
equilibrium distance for the ground state of D2. The electric
laser field in our calculations points along the x axis. $ is the
angle between the laser polarization and the internuclear
axis. For a soft-core parameter % = 0.64 and an effective
nuclear charge zef f = 0.58 our single active electron model
reproduces the ionization potential both at equilibrium internuclear distance and at infinite separation !with zef f = 1". We
use the split-operator Crank-Nicholson propagation scheme
to solve the TDSE with a time step of 0.1. The numerical
grid has 2000 and 800 points in the x and y directions, respectively, with the spatial steps &x = &y = 0.3. The vector
potential A is associated with the laser electric field,

- experiment: 1850 nm 50 fs
(this work)
- experiment: 800 nm 40 fs
(Staudte et al.)
- theory: 1850 nm 50 fs
- theory: 800 nm 40 fs
- theory: 800 nm 50 fs

1.30

Pmax/Pmin

V!x,y" = −

!3"

with amplitude E0 !directed along the x axis", angular frequency ', and duration ). We apply a cos1/8 masking function over a length of 60 !30" from the ends of the rectangular
numerical grid in x !y" direction in order to suppress unphysical reflections. We calculate the ionization probability
as 1 − Pbound, where Pbound is the probability for the electron

The electron-nuclei interaction is modeled in terms of the
soft-core Coulomb potential
zeff

!
A!t",
!t

1.25
1.20
1.15
1.10
1.0

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8
14

2.0
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2

Peak intensity (10 W/cm )
FIG. 3. !Color online" Angular anisotropy of single ionization of
D2 at various peak intensities and pulse durations calculated for
1850 nm !solid red circles, 50 fs" and 800 nm !hollow blue circles
−40 fs; solid blue circles −50 fs" pulses. Experimental results from
this paper for 1850 nm !solid square" and from Staudte et al. for
800 nm !hollow squares" are shown for comparison. The intensities
for experimental data are reduced by a factor of 2 to make the
electric field values the same as in the calculations.
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to remain inside the propagation area of the numerical grid at
the end of the calculation. In order to ensure converged results, we propagate the wave function past the laser pulse
until the ionization probability has stabilized.
Figure 2 shows the calculated ionization rate as a function
of the angle ! for a laser intensity, wavelength, and pulse
duration of 2 " 1014 W / cm2, 1850 nm, and 50 fs !FWHM",
respectively. As expected, molecules aligned parallel to the
laser polarization are easier to ionize than those aligned perpendicularly. The ratio of the maximum and the minimum
ionization probabilities is 1.12, which is in excellent agreement with our experimental value of 1.15# 0.05. Figure 3
presents the intensity dependence of the ionization anisotropy for hydrogen molecules at 800 and 1850 nm wavelengths, with pulse lengths of 40 and 50 fs, where experimental results of Staudte et al. are also shown for
comparison. Overall our simulation underestimates the experimental values very slightly. This small discrepancy could
be explained by the fact that the calculations were performed
for a single intensity, taken to be the peak intensity of the
pulse, while in the experiment a range of intensities contributes to the final anisotropy due to temporal spatial variations
within the pulse. Since the anisotropy is higher for lower
intensities, single intensity calculations are expected to un-

derestimate its value. Deviations in the intensity dependence
of the anisotropy at 800 nm from a monotonous decrease are
consistent with a numerical uncertainty in our calculated ionization probabilities of 0.3%.
To summarize, we measured the angular dependence of
the strong-field ionization probability for D2 in 1850 nm infrared laser pulses. We determined that this angular dependence exhibits a weak anisotropy with an ionization yield
ratio of 1.15# 0.05 favoring the ionization of molecules that
are aligned parallel to the electric field. We also presented a
2D single active electron ab initio numerical model which
accurately predicts the measured anisotropy, as well as its
intensity dependence for both our experiment at 1850 nm
and Staudte et al.’s at 800 nm wavelength. Both our experimental and theoretical values agree very well with the results
of Staudte et al. for H2, as well as with our own earlier
estimate for D2 obtained using dynamic alignment and fewcycle 800 fs pulses.
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